**FLOATING ROTORS NOTE**

The rivets heads are sitting 1mm above the outside disc surface which locally (on rivets heads) makes the disc thicker. Each rivet has a diameter of 16mm and their center is 26.50mm below the top edge of the rotor. Please ensure you have sufficient clearance to use this rotor, pay attention to any possible interference with caliper mount, frame, etc.

**RECOMMENDED DISC MINIMUM THICKNESS**

For all rotors the disc minimum thickness is as follows
- For Ø140 and Ø160, 1.40mm minimum
- For Ø180 and above, 1.50mm minimum
- For any vented disc, 2.90mm minimum

**IMPORTANT**

The 5 rivets heads are sitting 1mm above the outside disc surface which locally (on rivets heads) makes the disc 2.7mm overall thickness. Each rivet has a diameter of 16mm and their center is 26.50mm below the top edge of the dia160 rotor. Please ensure you have sufficient clearance to use this rotor, pay attention to any possible interference with caliper mount, frame, etc.